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Abstract
Dobson conjectured that for every t and k a tree with k vertices can always be embedded
into a graph of minimum degree maxf(T ); d(k − 1)=teg and girth at least 2t + 1. We show
that the conjecture holds for all except a nite number of pairs (t; k). c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 05C05
1. Introduction
In [2] Dobson conjectured that every graph G with girth g(G)>2t + 1 and mini-
mum degree (G)>(k − 1)=t contains every tree T on k vertices provided only that
(T )6(G). One can easily see that Dobson’s conjecture is true for t = 1. For t = 2 it
was proved by Brandt and Dobson [1], while for t=3 it was veried in the armative
by Sacle and Wozniak [3]. Dobson (see [3]) proved also that an ‘asymptotic’ version
of the problem holds, namely, for every t>4 and > 0 there exists n such that every
graph G of order no less than n with girth at least 2t + 1 and (G)>(k−1)=t contains
every tree T of size k and (T )6(1− )k=t.
The aim of this paper is to show that it holds for all except a nite number of
pairs (t; k). Thus, in the following section, we prove Dobson’s conjecture for all k
large enough compared to t>4. Then we show that the conjecture holds when t grows
faster than 3dlog2ke2.
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2. t>4; k>3t2 + 2t
Let t; k; k=2>t>4 be xed and G be a given graph with girth g(G)>2t + 1 and
minimum degree (G)>d(k − 1)=te. We say that a tree T is critical for a triple
(k; t; G), or simply critical, if jT j6k; (T )6(G); T cannot be embedded into G and
T is the smallest tree with the above properties. Clearly, each critical tree would be
a counterexample to Dobson’s conjecture. The next two lemmas concern the possible
structure of such a critical tree.
Lemma 1. Each vertex of a critical tree which is adjacent to a leaf has degree at
least three.
Proof. Let v be a vertex of degree two in T which is adjacent to a leaf w. By T 0 we
denote the tree obtained by removing w from T . Since T is critical, there exists an
embedding  of T 0 into G. We shall show that it can be extended to an embedding
of T .
Let H be the open t-neighbourhood of  (v) in G, i.e., the subgraph of G whose
vertex set consists of all vertices which lie within distance t from  (v), while as the
edges of H we take all edges induced by these vertices except those which join vertices
at distance t from  (v). Recall that the girth of G is larger than 2t and so H is a
tree. Clearly, since j (T 0)j = k − 1>t + 1 at least t + 1 vertices of  (T 0) belong to
the branch of H which contains the image of the only neighbour of v in T 0.
If any of the at least d(k − 1)=te − 1 remaining neighbours of  (v) does not belong
to  (T 0), then  can be extended to an embedding of T . On the other hand, to ‘block’
one neighbour x of  (v) we need at least t vertices of  (T 0) which belong to the
branch of H rooted at x. However,
t + (d(k − 1)=te − 1)t + 1>k;
while T 0 has only k − 1 vertices.
If k is large compared to t we can strengthen this observation.
Lemma 1*. If k>2t2 − t then each vertex of a critical tree adjacent to a leaf has
degree larger than k=2t + 1.
Proof. We shall argue similarly as in the previous lemma, using induction on i to prove
the following statement: \Each vertex of a critical tree adjacent to a leaf has degree
greater than i". For i = 2 it follows from Lemma 1. Thus, suppose that 36i6k=2t + 1
and the statement is true for smaller values of i. Let v be a vertex in T adjacent to
a leaf w, and suppose on the contrary that its degree is i. Let T 0 = T − w, let  be
an embedding of T 0 in G, and let H be the open t-neighbourhood of  (v). Similarly
as in the proof of the previous lemma we shall show that  can be extended to an
embedding of T .
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Note rst that since the degree of v in T 0 is i− 1, at least 1 + t + (i− 2) vertices of
 (T 0) belong to H . Moreover,  (T 0) must block the remaining d(k − 1)=te − (i − 1)
neighbours of  (v). Let x be one such neighbour. If the component Hx of  (T 0) \ H
containing x has at least one leaf, then, from the induction assumption, it has at least
t + (i − 2) vertices. If this is not the case then x lies on a path in Hx joining two
vertices at distance t from  (v), and thus jHxj>t+(t−1). Therefore, if  (T 0) contains
all neighbours of  (v), then
j (T 0)j>i + t − 1 + (d(k − 1)=te − i + 1)(t + minfi − 2; t − 1g):
However, elementary calculations show that for 36i6k=2t + 1 the above expression
is larger than k − 1.
Now, we prove the main result of this section, stating that Dobson’s conjecture holds
for k large enough.
Theorem 2. If t>4 and k>3t2 + 2t; then for every graph G; where g(G)>2t + 1 and
(G)>d(k − 1)=te and every tree T; where jT j6k and (T )6(G); there exists an
embedding of T into G.
Proof. According to Lemma 1, it is enough to prove that the assertion holds for trees
T in which all leaves are adjacent to vertices of degree larger than k=2t + 1. Let T be
such a tree and let ~T denote the coloured tree obtained from T by removing all leaves
and colouring each vertex which was of degree larger than k=2t + 1 in T blue. Our
goal will be to nd a ‘sparse’ embedding  of ~T in G such that every two vertices
x; y 2 ( ~T ) lie at distance at least two in G n (( ~T )[ fx; yg) and if both x and y are
images of blue vertices the distance between them in G n (( ~T ) [ fx; yg) is at least
three.
Let us look rst at properties of ~T . Let ‘ denote the number of blue vertices in ~T .
Note that clearly ‘>2. Since every leaf of ~T is marked blue, at most one vertex of ~T
has degree larger than (‘ + 1)=2. Furthermore, the number of vertices in ~T is smaller
than
k −

k
2t
+ 1

‘ + 2(‘ − 1) = k − k‘
2t
+ ‘ − 2;
note that the above expression must be positive, which, due to the fact that k>3t2 +2t,
implies that ‘62t + 2.
Now we shall use a greedy algorithm to nd a sparse embedding  of ~T into G.
First, we embed the vertex of ~T of maximal degree and all of its neighbours. Now
suppose that the embedding of a subtree ~T
0
of ~T has already been constructed; we
shall show that one can extend it to include a vertex w 2 ~T n ~T 0 which is adjacent to
some vertex v 2 ~T 0.
Let H denote the open t-neighbourhood of (v). Since, d ~T (v)6(‘ + 1)=2 at most
(‘ − 1)=2 neighbours of v have been embedded so far. Furthermore, since ~T contains
at most ‘ blue vertices and each leaf of ~T is blue, at most ‘ neighbours of (v) lie
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on a path which joins (v) with the image of some blue vertex or a leaf of ~T
0
which
belongs to H . Let U denote the set of neighbours of (v) which are adjacent to some
vertex of ( ~T
0
). Our aim is to show that
(k − 1)=t − (‘ − 1)=2− ‘ − jU j> 0;
so that  can be extended to ~T 0 [ fwg.
Let y 2 U and let Hy denote a component of ( ~T 0)[H which contains a vertex z
of ( ~T
0
) n f(v)g adjacent to y. Note that Hy contains no leaves of ~T 0, so z lies on
a path in Hy joining two vertices at distance t from (v). Thus, jHyj>2t − 3. Since
for dierent y0; y00 2 U the components Hy0 ; Hy00 are disjoint and
j ~T 0j6j ~T j − 1<k − k‘=2t + ‘ − 3;
we get
jU j< k − k‘=2t + ‘ − 3
2t − 3 :
Now the fact that 26‘62t +2 and k>3t2 +2t together with elementary computations
reveal that
k − 1
t
− ‘ − 1
2
− ‘ − jU j> k − 1
t
− 3‘ − 1
2
− k − k‘=2t + ‘ − 3
2t − 3 > 0;
which implies that there is always a suitable choice for (w).
3. t>3dlogd(k−1)=te−1kedlog2ke
In this section we consider all trees to be rooted and all edges of the tree to be
directed away from the root. We write DT (x; y) for the length of the directed path in
T from x to y, and if no such path exists we put DT (x; y) = 1. For a given tree T
with root rT = v, we write W0(T ) = fvg and Wi(T ) = fw 2 T : DT (v; w) = ig, and T (r)
for the subtree of T induced by W0(T ) [    [ Wr(T ). Similarly for any vertex x of
T we write W0(T; x) = fxg and Wi(T; x) = fw 2 T : DT (x; w) = ig, and T (r; x) for the
subtree of T induced by W0(T; x) [    [Wr(T; x).
Let Tcmp(d; ‘) be the rooted tree on vertices W0(T ) [    [ W‘(T ) such that each
vertex in Wi(T ) has exactly d neighbours in Wi+1(T ) for i = 0; 1; : : : ; ‘ − 1. We will
use Tcmp(d; ‘; s) to denote Tcmp(d; ‘) in which some s leaves were coloured black.
Finally, we say that a rooted tree T is contained in Tcmp(d; ‘; s) if one can embed T
into Tcmp(d; ‘; s) in such a way that the root of T is mapped to the root of Tcmp(d; ‘; s)
and no black vertex is used as an image of a vertex of T . Then, the following holds.
Lemma 3. Let d>2 and ‘>dlogd kedlog2 ke. Furthermore; let T be a rooted tree on
k vertices such that T Tcmp(d; ‘). Then T is contained in every Tcmp(d; ‘; k − 1).
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Proof. For i = 0; : : : ; dlog2 ke we let mi = idlogd ke. We claim that for each i there is
an embedding  i of T (mi) into Tcmp(d; ‘; k − 1) such that for every w 2 Wmi(T ) the
vertex  i(w) has at most k=2i black ospring.
The statement is clearly true for i = 0. Thus, assume that 16i6log2 k and that the
claim holds for smaller values of i. Since Tcmp(d;m1) has at least k leaves, it is not a
subtree of T for any choice of root. Therefore, for every v 2 T , we have that T (m1; v)
can be embedded in every rooted subtree formed by removing a leaf from Tcmp(d;m1).
We shall construct  i by nding a suitable extension of  i−1. Let w 2 Wmi−1 (T ).
Since,  i−1(w) has at most k=2i−1 black ospring, we know that there is at most one
ospring x 2 Wmi(Tcmp(d; ‘; k − 1)) of  i−1(w) with more than k=2i ospring coloured
black. Therefore, we can extend  i−1 by embedding T (m1; w) into Tcmp(d; ‘; k − 1)
rooted at x such that any such vertex is avoided, i.e. for each z 2 Wmi(T ), no more
than k=2i ospring of  i(z) are black. Repeating this for each w 2 Wmi−1 (T ) completes
the denition of  i.
Therefore,  dlog2 ke gives an embedding of T into Tcmp(d; ‘; k − 1).
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph with girth at least 2t + 1 and minimum degree
(G)>dk=te and let T be a tree with k vertices and (T )6(G). Furthermore; let
t>3dlogd(k−1)=te−1 kedlog2 ke. Then G contains a copy of T .
Proof. Let d=maxf(T ); d(k−1)=teg−1. We may and shall assume d>2. Moreover,
set ‘ = dlogd kedlog2 ke6t=3. Let the root of T be some vertex of degree at most d.
We shall embed T into G in stages, where in the ith stage we embed the vertices
of W(i−1)‘+1(T ) [    [ Wi‘(T ). We claim that for each i, there is an embedding
 i :T (i‘) ! G such that for every x 2  i(Wi‘(T )) and y 2  i(T (i‘)) we have
dG− i(T (i‘))(x; y)>2‘;
where here the function d(  ;  ) denotes (undirected) distance. Since G has girth at
least 2t + 1> 3‘ + 1, it is easy to see that G contains a copy of Tcmp(d; ‘), so we
can dene an embedding  1: T (‘) ! G such that the required property is satised.
Therefore, suppose that i>2 and the claim holds for smaller values of i.
We now extend  i−1 to an embedding  i by embedding the subtrees T (‘; w) one-by-
one for each w 2 W(i−1)‘(T ). Assume that U W(i−1)‘(T ) is the set such that  i is
dened on the subtree T (U ) of T induced by W0(T )[  [W(i−1)‘(T )[
SfV (T (‘; w):
w 2 Ug. Let v 2 W(i−1)‘(T ) nU . Then G −  i(T (U )) contains a copy S of Tcmp(d; ‘)
rooted at  i−1(v), by the property of  i−1 and  i. Let us colour a leaf x of S
black if there is a path in G −  i(T (U )) from  i−1(v) to a vertex y of  i(T (U ))
of length at most t that contains x. Then since (G)>2t + 1, there can be at most
one such x for each y 2 V ( i(T (U ))), so the number of black leaves in S is at most
k − 1. By Lemma 3, this means that T (‘; v) can be embedded in S, and moreover for
every vertex z 2 W‘(T; v) and every y 2  i(T (U )) we have
dG− i(T (U ))( i(z); y)>t + 1− ‘> 2‘:
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Therefore,  i can be extended to include T (‘; v). Repeating until U = W(i−1)‘(T )
completes the denition of  i and the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. Dobson’s conjecture holds for t>363.
Proof. It is enough to note that if t>363, then for every k > 2t we have either
k>3t2 + 2t, or t>3dlogd kedlog2 ke, where d = d(k − 1)=te − 1. Thus, one of Theo-
rems 2 and 4 applies.
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